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ABSTRACT Reaction-diffusion equations are the cornerstone of modeling biochemical systems with spatial gradients, which
are relevant to biological processes such as signal transduction. Implicit in the formulation of these equations is the assumption
of Fick’s law, which states that the local diffusive ﬂux of species i is proportional to its concentration gradient; however, in the
context of complex ﬂuids such as cytoplasm and cell membranes, the use of Fick’s law is based on empiricism, whereas evidence
has been mounting that such media foster anomalous subdiffusion (with mean-squared displacement increasing less than line-
arly with time) over certain length scales. Particularly when modeling diffusion-controlled reactions and other systems where the
spatial domain is considered semi-inﬁnite, assuming Fickian diffusionmight not be appropriate. In this article, two simple, concep-
tually extreme models of anomalous subdiffusion are used in the framework of Green’s functions to demonstrate the solution of
four reaction-diffusion problems that are well known in the biophysical context of signal transduction: ﬂuorescence recovery after
photobleaching, the Smolochowski limit for diffusion-controlled reactions in solution, the spatial range of a diffusing molecule with
ﬁnite lifetime, and the collision coupling mechanism of diffusion-controlled reactions in two dimensions. In each case, there are
only subtle differences between the two subdiffusion models, suggesting how measurements of mean-squared displacement
versus time might generally inform models of reactive systems with partial diffusion control.INTRODUCTION
Cell cytoplasm is crowded and chemically diverse, properties
that no doubt influencemolecular interactions inways that are
as yet poorly characterized. Molecular diffusion, along with
forced convection and active transport in some contexts,
allows intracellular molecules to encounter one another, and
it is therefore fundamental to interactions and biochemical
conversions in metabolic and signal transduction pathways
(1). The influence of molecular crowding is acute in cellular
membranes; it has long been appreciated that the plasma
membrane is organized into dynamic subcompartments (2).
Even in the bulk, disordered plasma membrane, single-mole-
cule imaging has revealed complex molecular mobility
dynamics consistent with ‘‘hop’’ diffusion across corral-like
barriers with a characteristic spatial dimension of ~100 nm
(3). These complex transport phenomena have not yet been
taken into account in biophysical models of biochemical
reaction networks in cells (4).
Generally speaking, any macroscopic reaction-transport
system that is modeled as a continuum is comprised of
conservation equations, with their associated initial and
boundary conditions, and constitutive equations. The conser-
vation of a particular molecular species i is expressed in
terms of its concentration, Ci, as follows (5):
vCi
vt
¼ V ,Ni þ Ri: (1)
This bookkeeping equation is applicable to transport in 1, 2,
or 3 dimensions; throughout this article, the dimensionality is
defined as n, and Ci is the density of species i per unit
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0006-3495/09/07/0435/8 $2.00lengthn. The accumulation of species i at a particular location
and time, t, has two contributions: net molecular transport
and chemical reaction. The first of these establishes the defi-
nition of the species i flux vector,Ni, which accounts for both
convection (drift) and diffusion (dispersion) of species i. In
the context of our model, we consider diffusive transport
only; in the commonly used notation, Ni ¼ Ji. Finally, the
source term Ri is the overall rate of species i formation by
chemical reaction.
Toproceed further, a constitutive equationmust be specified
that relates the diffusive portion of the flux Ji to Ci and other
measurable properties of the transport medium. The standard
approach is to invoke Fick’s law, with the implicit assumption
of a dilute (at least with respect to species i), isotropicmedium:
Jr;i ¼ DvCi
vr
: (2)
The lone spatial variable r is the distance from some refer-
ence point (the initial location of a molecule, for example),
and the proportionality coefficient D is identified as the
molecular diffusivity of species i, which relates the length-
and timescales associated with diffusion. Substituting Eq. 2
into Eq. 1 produces the reaction-diffusion equations, which
almost invariably serve as the starting point for spatially
extended models. This is more of a leap of faith than one
might appreciate. Fick’s law was derived from empirical
observations, and it has been argued that its foundations
are dubious for biological systems in particular (6).
Indeed, single-particle/molecule tracking and fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy measurements support the notion
that, at least microscopically, diffusion within and on the
surface of cells is often non-Fickian. At least over certain
length scales, the mean-squared displacement (MSD) of
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.05.014
436 Haugha diffusing particle as a function of time t is typically found
to be a good fit to the empirical equation
r2
 ¼ gta: (3)
The exponent a defines the linearity of the MSD with respect
to time, and the parameter g is a phenomenological propor-
tionality constant (the typical notation for this parameter, G,
is avoided here, because the gamma function will be invoked
later on). Anomalous subdiffusion refers to systems where
a < 1. This property has been broadly attributed to cyto-
plasm and cell membranes (7–9), yet its origins and ubiquity
remain unclear (10). Anomalous subdiffusion in cells is plau-
sible given the complexity of cytoplasm and, in the context
of the plasma membrane, the presence of lipid microdomains
and/or corral-like structures (3,11,12) that serve to constrain
molecular diffusion. Fick’s law, of course, dictates that the
MSD is proportional to time (a ¼ 1).
In the realm of biophysics, some attempts to account for
anomalous diffusion start with Eq. 2 but allow D to vary
with time (see Wu and Berland (13) and references therein);
with this assumption, D needs to be proportional to ta-1 to
recover Eq. 3. Conceptually, this time-dependent diffusion
(TDD) model is consistent with the dissolution of otherwise
closed microstructural features (cages or corrals) over
a certain timescale. A distinct model of anomalous subdiffu-
sion might be based instead on a spatial dependence on
molecular mobility, with structurally stable but ‘‘leaky’’
corrals; conceptually, this length-dependent diffusion (LDD)
model is consistent with the explanation of hierarchical
‘‘hop’’ diffusion in the plasma membrane (3). Hybrids of
these two conceptual models are certainly plausible. Another
modeling approach, not explored here, is the use of fractional
diffusion equations, wherein anomalous sub- and superdiffu-
sion are consistent with fractional derivatives in time and
space, respectively (14). Such equations are equivalent, in
the continuum limit, with a continuous time random walk
with power-law waiting time distribution (15).
In this short article, LDD and TDD models of anomalous
subdiffusion are used within the framework of Green’s func-
tions to solve four biophysically relevant reaction-diffusion
problems on the infinite spatial domain. In each case, compar-
ison of the LDD and TDD models reveals only subtle differ-
ences, which are probably not discernible by experiment.
METHODS
Formulation of the microscopic diffusion
problem: length-dependent versus
time-dependent diffusion
To relate diffusion behavior to the measured MSD versus time, as in Eq. 3,
a microscopic description of non-Fickian diffusion needs to be invoked. For
a laterally mobile molecule diffusing in n dimensions, we seek the proba-
bility density function (PDF), pn(r,t), associated with finding the molecule
a distance r away from its initial position. For LDD, it is proposed that
the PDF should satisfy the differential equationBiophysical Journal 97(2) 435–442The parameter L is a proportionality constant; for Fickian diffusion, L ¼ D
and f(r) ¼1. Because r here is measured relative to each molecule’s initial
position, and not to fixed coordinates, Eq. 4 is conceptually distinct from the
situation where Fick’s law is assumed with position-dependent diffusivity,
D(r). By the same token, Eq. 4 is, by itself, insufficient for solving macro-
scopic diffusion problems. The solution to Eq. 4 is subject to the constraints
pnðr; 0Þ ¼ dðrÞ and vpnðr; tÞ
vr

r¼ 0
¼ 0: (5)
By convention, pn(r,t) is normalized according to
2An
Z N
0
pnðr; tÞrn1dr ¼ 1; (6)
where A1 ¼ 1, A2 ¼ p, and A3 ¼ 2p.
Various semiempirical models, f(r), might be proposed to account for
non-Fickian diffusion. For example,
fðrÞ ¼ rb; (7)
fðrÞ ¼ 1 þ ½l1=ðl2 þ rÞb: (8)
The latter might be more suitable if, although anomalous diffusion is
observed at intermediate length scales, Fickian diffusion is apparent over
larger or/and smaller length scales relevant to the problem of interest
(16,17); however, we will restrict our attention to the form given in Eq. 7
because of its mathematical properties.
By comparison to results originally derived for diffusion on fractal
surfaces (18), it is established that the PDF associated with Eq. 7 produces
precisely the MSD behavior given by Eq. 3, with
a ¼ 2=ð2 þ bÞ; (9)
pnðr; tÞ ¼
ana1exp
 a2r2=a=4Lt
AnGðna=2Þð4LtÞna=2
; (10)
whereG(x) is the gamma function (19). If the diffusingmolecule is consumed
by a first-order reaction with rate constant k1, then the corresponding PDF is
modified by the factor exp(–k1t). Because the definition of L is particular to
the model given by Eqs. 4–7, expressing results derived from Eq. 10 in terms
of L does not facilitate comparisons to other models; this is addressed by
relating L to the experimental observable, g, for this particular PDF (18):
g ¼ G½ðn þ 2Þa=2
Gðna=2Þ

4L
a2
a
: (11)
Equation 10 is distinct from the propagator based on TDD (13,20); with
DðtÞ ¼ ða=2nÞgta1, that propagator is as follows (13):
pnðr; tÞ ¼ ðn=2pgtaÞn=2exp
 nr2=2gta: (12)
The main results of this study are derived or calculated using both Eqs. 10
and 12 and then are compared in terms of the common observables g and a.
Solution of macroscopic problems using
Green’s functions
The Green’s function approach is to be used to solve boundary value prob-
lems in the infinite domain. Given a position vector r, the Green’s function is
related to the PDF derived for the microscopic problem as follows:
vpnðr; tÞ
vt
¼ L
rn1
v
vr
	
rn1fðrÞvpnðr; tÞ
vr


: (4)
Gn

r; tjr0 ¼ pnr r0 j; t: (13)
For the examples explored here, our attention is restricted to the PDFs pre-
sented in Eqs. 10 and 12, which are applicable to anomalous diffusion with
constant time exponent a.
Numerical methods
Where necessary, solutions were obtained by numerical integration (quadra-
ture); subroutines were coded in Fortran 90 for this purpose. Solutions were
benchmarked against known solutions for Fickian diffusion and by checking
that the output was insensitive to changes in integration step sizes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP)
We begin with an analysis of FRAP experiments because of
their relevance for studying molecular diffusion in and on
the surface of cells (21,22); application of FRAP to systems
with anomalous diffusion, in the context of TDD, has been
explored (20,23,24). To simplify matters, binding/reaction
terms are not considered here. With the typical assumption of
a cylindrically symmetric bleach profile, the evolution of
the bleached profile Cb(r,t) is evaluated by integration;
according to the Green’s function approach, the appropriate
integral for polar coordinates is (5)
Cbðr; tÞ ¼ 2
R p
0
RN
0
Cb

r
0
; 0

G2

r; tjr0r0dr0dq;
jr r0 j ¼ r2 þ r02  2rr0cosq1=2: (14)
The factor of 2 arises from the symmetry of the integral over
q. Here, we consider a uniform, circular bleach profile,
Cb(r,0) ¼ 1 (arbitrary scaling) for r < R and Cbðr; 0Þ ¼ 0
for r > R, which is applicable to uniform light sources and
a reasonable approximation for Gaussian beams with intense
bleaching (21). The fractional recovery, f(t), is defined as
f ðtÞ ¼ 1 2
R2
Z R
0
Cbðr; tÞrdr: (15)
For the case of uniform circular bleach and Fickian diffusion,
Soumpasis (25) obtained the analytical result
f ðtÞ ¼ exp

 R
2
2Dt
	
I0

R2
2Dt

þ I1

R2
2Dt


; (16)
where I0(x) and I1(x) are modified Bessel functions of the
first kind (19).
Results were obtained by numerical integration for both
the LDD (Eq. 10) and TDD (Eq. 12) models, with a ¼ 0.5
(Fig. 1; results obtained with a¼ 2/3 and a¼ 5/6 were qual-
itatively consistent). Numerical integration of Eq. 15 with
a ¼ 1 was in good agreement with Eq. 16. For TDD, results
are obtained from those calculated for Fickian diffusion,
simply by rescaling the time.
Fig. 1 a shows the characteristic effect of anomalous
subdiffusion on the fractional recovery kinetics, f(t), which
Subdiffusion-Reaction Couplingis already known for the TDD model (7,20). By comparison,
the LDD model produces subtle yet noticeable differences
for given values of g and a; the LDD shows somewhat
greater recovery at longer times. If LDD were the ‘‘correct’’
model of anomalous diffusion, would fitting the data using
the well-known TDD model fail? No. By reducing the value
of g and increasing the value of a by modest amounts, the
FIGURE 1 Numerical analysis of fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching (FRAP) with anomalous subdiffusion. The initial bleach is
assumed to be uniform and cylindrical. Gray curve with symbols, Fickian
diffusion (a¼ 1); solid black curve, LDD model with a¼ 0.5; dashed black
curve, TDD model with a ¼ 0.5. (a) Fractional fluorescence recovery, f(t),
calculated as a function of dimensionless time, (g/R2)1/at, by numerical inte-
gration (Eq. 15). (b) Spatial concentration profiles of bleached molecules at
equivalent f(t), calculated by numerical integration (Eq. 14).
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kinetics precisely. For a ¼ 0.5, the fit value of a using the
TDD model would be ~0.54, and the fit value of g would
be ~88% of the true value (results not shown).
Whereas the spatially averaged recovery kinetics cannot
reliably distinguish between the two models, how about
the shape of the bleached fluorescence profile? Fig. 1 b shows
bleached profiles for the TDD and LDD models, calculated
at different times so that the fractional recovery, f, is equiv-
alent (ðg=R2Þ1=at ¼ 1 for TDD, 0.79 for LDD). With the
profiles normalized in this way, the difference between the
two models is subtle. The tails of the profiles at higher
r are slightly different because of the r-dependence of the
PDF, which is proportional to expðr2Þ for TDD and
proportional to expðr2=aÞ for LDD; however, deviation
of LDD behavior from fits to the TDD model would almost
certainly be obscured by experimental noise. Similar results
were obtained for an initial bleach with Gaussian shape
(results not shown).
Rate of capture/reaction in cells: the
Smoluchowski diffusion limit
In the well-known Smoluchowski problem, the steady rate
of disappearance of a diffusing species caused by a perfect,
spherical absorber with radius R is derived. The classical
application of this calculation is to estimate bimolecular reac-
tion rates in the diffusion-controlled limit; it has also been
used to characterize the efficiency with which molecules are
captured by cells (26,27).Here, theGreen’s function approach
is used to derive a generalized bimolecular rate constant
applicable to anomalous diffusion in three dimensions. This
simplified approach is meant to complement Monte Carlo
simulations that have explored the effects ofmolecular crowd-
ing, in particular on reaction kinetics (4,28–31).
The problem is cast in general terms as follows. At steady
state, the concentration of the diffusing species is conserved by
vCðr; tÞ
vt
¼ 1
r2
v
vr

r2Jr
 ¼ 0;
CðR; tÞ ¼ 0; CðN; tÞ ¼ CN:
(17)
Defining Cab as the concentration of absorbers, the rate of
absorption is expressed in terms of an effective second-order
rate constant, keff:
rate ¼ keffCNCab;
keffCN ¼ 4pR2JR; JR ¼ Jrjr¼R:
(18)
Fick’s law (Eq. 2) produces the well-known result, keff ¼
4pRD (where D is the sum of the two associating species’
diffusivities, and conversion from molecules to moles as
needed is implicit). For Fickian diffusion in one or two dimen-
sions, there is no analog of the Smoluchowski problem,
because the flux at any location vanishes with time (32).
Formulating the Smoluchowski problem in terms of the
Green’s function,Biophysical Journal 97(2) 435–442where the surface integral is taken over points rS on the
surface of the absorber (5). For the LDD model (Eq. 10),
the quantity in brackets in Eq. 19, called g3,ss, is
g3;ss
jr r0 j ¼ aGð3a=2 1Þ
8pGð3a=2ÞL
jr r0 j3þ 2=a: (20)
As expected, Eq. 20 reveals that anomalous subdiffusion, to
the extent that a % 2/3, gives rise to the behavior seen for
Fickian diffusion in one or two dimensions. That is, the
depletion zone around the absorber would spread out to
infinity, or until length scales are reached where diffusion
is no longer anomalous. Since our goal is to evaluate keff,
one sets C(R) ¼ 0, and
keff ¼ 4pR2
	 Z
S
g3;ssðjrS  r0 jÞdS0

1
: (21)
Partial diffusion control, via the Collins-Kimball boundary
condition 4pR2JR ¼ k2C(R), where k2 is a second-order rate
constant, is readily incorporated by substitution into Eq. 19;
it gives the usual form of keff relative to the perfect absorber
(large k2) case. Noting that the distance between two points
on the sphere’s surface, ðR; 0Þ and ðR; qÞ, is equal to
21=2Rð1 cosqÞ1=2, Eq. 21 is evaluated based on concepts
presented in section 10.3 of Carslaw and Jaeger (33), to obtain
keff ¼ 2
h R p
0
g3;ssð21=2Rð1 cosqÞ1=2Þsinqdq
i1
¼ 2
h R 1
1 g3;ssð21=2Rð1 zÞ1=2Þdz
i1
¼ 32ð2 aÞGð3a=2Þp
41=aa2Gð3a=2 1Þ R
32=aL;
(22)
or, in terms of g,
keff
R32=ag1=a
¼ 8ð2 aÞ½Gð3a=2Þ
1þ 1=a
p
½4Gð5a=2Þ1=aGð3a=2 1Þ
: (23)
For comparison, the analogous result for TDD (Eq. 12) is
found to be
keff
R32=ag1=a
¼ 4ð2 aÞp
3=2
61=aGð3=21=aÞ: (24)
The two expressions for the scaled rate constant as functions
of a are compared in Fig. 2. As expected, both give the same
values at a ¼ 1 and at a ¼ 2/3 (keff ¼ 0), and, for the same
value of a, the maximum percent difference between the
LDD and TDD results is 47% (where a approaches the 2/3
cutoff). The linear function of a,
keff
R32=ag1=a
¼ 2pða 2=3Þ; (25)
CðrÞ ¼ CN  JR
Z
S
	 Z N
0
G3

r; tjr0dt
dS0 ; (19)
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choice of PDF is not clear.
It is noteworthy that the appropriateness of such equations
depends on whether the PDF is valid over the length scale of
R. For bimolecular collisions, where R is of molecular
dimensions (1–10 nm), the extrapolation of subdiffusive
behavior with constant a is dubious, whereas it is expected
to be more appropriate for somewhat larger spatial scales.
Spatial range of a reactive molecule
The Green’s function approach may also be used to derive
the spatial range of a molecule being consumed by a first-
order reaction with rate constant k1. This problem is classi-
cally associated with reactions in porous catalysts (34) and
has more recently been applied to enzymatic conversions
in cells (35–37) and on cell membranes (38,39); pseudo-
first-order kinetics are appropriate when the enzyme is far
from saturation. The result is obtained from
hjrji ¼ 2Ank1
Z N
0
	 Z N
0
pnðr; tÞrndr


ek1tdt: (26)
For the LDD model (Eq. 10), the more general dynamic
length scale is
hjrji ¼
G
"
ðn þ 1Þa
2
#
G

1 þ a
2

Gðna=2Þ

4L
a2k1
a=2
(27)
or, in terms of g,
FIGURE 2 Analytical solutions for the Smoluchowski problem with
anomalous subdiffusion. The effective rate constant, keff, for diffusion-
limited capture by a perfectly absorbing sphere of radius R scales with
R32/ag1/a. The scaled effective rate constant is plotted as a function of
a for the LDD (solid curve; Eq. 23) and TDD (dashed curve; Eq. 24) models.For the TDD model (Eq. 12), the analogous result is
hjrji
g=ka1
1=2 ¼

2
n
1=2Gn þ 1
2

G

1 þ a
2

Gðn=2Þ : (29)
Fig. 3 shows that the coefficients on the right-hand sides of
Eqs. 28 and 29 are weak functions of a; for LDD, the value
is ~20% higher at a¼ 0 than at a¼ 1 for all n, and for TDD,
the value is 13% higher at a ¼ 0.
A different definition of the dynamic length scale is ob-
tained by considering the steady-state flux associated with
diffusing molecules that are steadily generated at one surface
(x ¼ 0) and consumed as they diffuse into the object (x > 0),
which is treated as semi-infinite. If the flux into the object is
defined as J0, then the steady-state concentration profile is
given by
CðxÞ ¼ ðJ0=2Þ
Z N
0
p1ðx; tÞek1tdt: (30)
The factor of 1/2 renormalizes the one-dimensional PDF to
account for the domain extending in the direction of x > 0
FIGURE 3 Analytical solutions for the spatial range of a molecule with
finite lifetime undergoing anomalous subdiffusion. The average displace-
ment hjrji of a molecule consumed by first-order reaction (rate constant
k1) scales with (g/k1
a)1/2. The scaled spatial range is plotted as a function
of a for the LDD (solid curves; Eq. 28) and TDD (dashed curves; Eq. 29)
models, for subdiffusion in n ¼ 1, 2, and 3 dimensions, as indicated.
hjrji
g=ka1
1=2 ¼
G
"
ðn þ 1Þa
2
#
G

1 þ a
2

n
G
"
ðn þ 2Þa
2
#
Gðna=2Þ
o1=2: (28)
440 Haughonly. Typically, the concentration at the surface is specified,
in which case
Cð0Þ ¼ C0;
J0 ¼ 2C0
 RN
0
p1ð0; tÞek1tdt
1
:
(31)
For the LDD (Eq. 10),
J0
k1C0
¼ Gða=2Þ
Gð1 a=2Þ
a
2
 4L
a2k1
a=2
; (32)
or, within 5% accuracy, for a < 1,
J0
k1C0
z

L
a2k1
a=2
: (33)
Dividing the dynamic length scale, given by either Eq. 32 or
the approximate Eq. 33, by the thickness of the object gives
the effectiveness factor for the reaction (34). It is noted that
equating the dynamic length scale and hjrji (Eq. 27, with
n ¼ 1) is exact for a ¼ 1 only; in general, for a < 1, that
assumption underestimates the overall reaction rate by as
much as a factor of 2.
Two-state reaction-diffusion systems
in cell membranes
The final example entails the potentially diffusion-limited
enzymatic reactions on planar surfaces. This is a relevant
problem in signal transduction, because cell surface recep-
tors initiate intracellular pathways through recruitment of
enzymes to the inner face of the plasma membrane, as
explored previously ((40) and references therein). A simple
but relevant case is that of the collision coupling mechanism,
wherein a membrane-anchored signaling molecule cycles
between two states, inactive and active. Variations of this
model have been invoked, assuming Fickian diffusion, to
describe the activation of heterotrimeric G-proteins (41)
and small GTPases of the Ras family (42).
The catalyst for activation is a perfectly reactive disk with
radius R (the encounter radius). As the activated species
diffuses away from that site, it is converted back to the inac-
tive state by a pseudo-first-order reaction with rate constant
k1. If the activation sites are sufficiently sparse, the boundary
conditions governing the concentration of the inactive
species, C(r), are C(R) ¼ 0 and C(N) ¼ CN. Integrating
over the surface of the disk, the relationship at steady state
between C(r) and the flux at the surface, JR, is given by
CðrÞ ¼ CN  JR
Z
S
	 Z N
0
G2

r; tjr0ek1tdt
dS0 : (34)
Setting C(R) ¼ 0 for the diffusion-controlled limit,
JR
CN
¼  R
S
 RN
0
G2ðrS; tjr0 Þek1tdt

dS
01
¼ 2R R p
0
 RN
0
G2ðrS; tjr0SÞek1tdt

dq
1
;
(35)Biophysical Journal 97(2) 435–442with jrS  r0Sj ¼ 21=2Rð1 cosqÞ1=2. The effective activa-
tion rate constant is related to this quantity by
The subtraction of the flux JR adjusts the total flux to account
for the fraction of the active molecules released at r ¼ R that
are consumed by first-order reaction inside the disk. This
quantity is calculated by finding the average concentration
in the disk:
JR ¼
k1
R
R R
0
½CN  CðrÞrdr;
JR
JR
¼ 2k1
R R
0
 R p
0
 RN
0
G2ðr; tjr0SÞek1tdt

dq

rdr;
(37)
with jr r0Sj ¼ ðR2 þ r2  2rRcosqÞ1=2. When the inactiva-
tionrate is slow,a suitableapproximation is toassumeaconstant
concentration, C(r)z 0, inside the disk (JR=CNzk1R=2).
Dimensional analysis of Eqs. 35–37 shows that for both
LDD and TDD models, the effective rate constant can be
expressed in dimensionless form as
keff
R22=ag1=a
¼ f
h
k1

4R2=g
1=ai
: (38)
The quantity in brackets is defined as the Damko¨hler number
for first-order reaction, Da; the factor of 4 is included to
facilitate comparison to the Fickian diffusion case (a ¼ 1,
g ¼ 4D), which is (43)
keff
g
¼ p
2
Da1=2K1

Da1=2

K0ðDa1=2Þ ; (39)
where K0(x) and K1(x) are modified Bessel functions of the
second kind (19). As noted for the Smoluchowski problem
in three dimensions, partial diffusion control may be accom-
modated in the usual way once the diffusion-limited rate
constant is found.
Equations 35 and 37 were integrated numerically for the
LDD and TDDmodels. For a¼ 1, the numerically computed
values of keff are in very close agreement with the exact solu-
tion, Eq. 39. This validation step shows the importance of the
flux correction in Eqs. 36 and 37, at least for the higher values
ofDa; were the correction omitted, the numerically computed
value of keff for Da ¼ 1 would be 33% too high.
Fig. 4 shows that the two models produce similar relation-
ships of the form prescribed by Eq. 38. In the relevant case of
Da << 1, for which the spatial range of activated molecules
is much larger than the encounter radius, the effective rate
constant for Fickian diffusion (Eq. 39) is insensitive to the
value of Da. By comparison, the effective rate constant for
subdiffusion exhibits a more sensitive dependence on the
inactivation rate constant; by inspection of Fig. 4, the depen-
dence scales roughly as kefffk
1a
1 . This is consistent with
scaling analysis of the steady-state reaction-diffusion problem,
keff ¼ 2pR

JR  JR

CN: (36)
Subdiffusion-Reaction Coupling 441incorporating the previous result for the dynamic length scale
(Eqs. 28 and 29):
1
r
v
vr
ðrJrÞ ¼ k1CðrÞ; RJRhjrji2  k1CN;
keff  k1hjrji2 gk1a1 :
(40)
Incidentally, the average density of active molecules scales
roughly as keff=k1fk
a
1 . Thus, for subdiffusion, the average
density is less sensitive to the lifetime of the activated state.
CONCLUSIONS
The Green’s function approach was used to solve problems
with anomalous diffusion of reactants. In each case, two
conceptually distinct models that recapitulate the time
dependence of the MSD as prescribed by Eq. 3 gave qualita-
tively similar results. What this suggests is that the results are
determined largely by the scaling of diffusion length relative
to time, intrinsic to MSD(t). It also shows that a good fit to
a particular model, for example, time-dependent diffusion,
does not constitute credible evidence for that particular world
view of what barriers to diffusion are being imposed.
By altering the relative scaling of length and time, anom-
alous subdiffusion influences diffusion-limited reactions in
interesting ways. For absorption in solution, subdiffusion
effectively reduces the dimensionality, which might be rele-
FIGURE 4 Numerical analysis of diffusion-controlled reactions on planar
surfaces with anomalous subdiffusion. The effective rate constant, keff, for
activation of signaling molecules by a perfectly reactive disk of radius R,
subject to inactivation by first-order reaction (rate constant k1), scales with
R22/ag1/a and depends also on the Damko¨hler number for the inactivation
reaction, Da ¼ k1(4R2/g)1/a. The scaled activation rate constant is plotted as
a function of Da for Fickian diffusion (a ¼ 1; gray curve with symbols) and
the LDD (solid curves) and TDD (dashed curves) models for the selected
values of a indicated. See the text for numerical details.vant for enhancing the likelihood of capture (44). For revers-
ible activation/deactivation mechanisms in cell membranes,
subdiffusion increases the sensitivity of the activation rate
constant to the lifetime of the activated state in a way that
makes the average density of activated molecules less sensi-
tive to their lifetime.
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